
Attack of the Necron Warped Galaxies: A
Comprehensive Guide to the Warhammer
40,000 Expansion
The Attack of the Necron Warped Galaxies expansion for Warhammer
40,000 introduces a new army of Necrons, the Szarekhan Dynasty, as well
as new units, rules, and scenarios. This guide provides a comprehensive
overview of the expansion, including its contents, gameplay, and
implications for the Warhammer 40,000 universe.
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The Attack of the Necron Warped Galaxies expansion includes the
following contents:
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A 120-page hardcover codex: This codex provides background
information on the Szarekhan Dynasty, as well as rules for using them
in Warhammer 40,000 games. It also includes new units, wargear, and
psychic powers.

10 new plastic miniatures: These miniatures represent the new units
introduced in the codex, including the Chronomancer, the Lokhust
Heavy Destroyer, and the Tesseract Vault.

A set of dice: These dice are themed after the Szarekhan Dynasty and
feature the dynasty's symbol.

A set of datacards: These datacards provide quick reference
information for the new units and wargear introduced in the codex.

Gameplay

The Szarekhan Dynasty is a powerful new army that can be played in a
variety of ways. The dynasty's unique rules and abilities make it a good
choice for players who want to control the battlefield with overwhelming
firepower or who want to use psychic powers to outmaneuver their
opponents.

The new units introduced in the codex give the Szarekhan Dynasty a
number of new options. The Chronomancer is a powerful psyker who can
manipulate time, while the Lokhust Heavy Destroyer is a devastating anti-
tank weapon. The Tesseract Vault is a mysterious artifact that can be used
to teleport units across the battlefield.

The Attack of the Necron Warped Galaxies expansion also includes a
number of new scenarios that can be used to play games with the



Szarekhan Dynasty. These scenarios provide a variety of challenges, from
fighting off an invasion of Tyranids to defending a tomb world from the
forces of Chaos.

Implications for the Warhammer 40,000 Universe

The Attack of the Necron Warped Galaxies expansion has a number of
implications for the Warhammer 40,000 universe. The of the Szarekhan
Dynasty is a major development, as it is the first new Necron dynasty to be
introduced in many years. The new units and rules in the codex give the
Szarekhan Dynasty a unique playstyle that will make it a popular choice for
players.

The new scenarios in the expansion also provide a glimpse into the future
of the Warhammer 40,000 universe. These scenarios hint at a number of
potential storylines that could be explored in future expansions and
codices.

The Attack of the Necron Warped Galaxies expansion is a major new
expansion for Warhammer 40,000. The expansion introduces a new army,
new units, new rules, and new scenarios that will provide players with a
fresh and exciting new way to play the game. The expansion also has a
number of implications for the Warhammer 40,000 universe, and it will be
interesting to see how these implications play out in future expansions and
codices.
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Unveiling the Enchanting Legends of Emelina
Grace and Lady Igraine: A Tale of Love, Magic,
and Timelessness
Emelina Grace: The Enchanted Forest Nymph In the depths of an
ancient and mystical forest, where sunlight filtered through emerald
leaves,...

What If Vietnam Never Happened: Foresight
and Hindsight in Graham Greene's The Quiet
American
Published in 1955, Graham Greene's The Quiet American is considered
a masterpiece of 20th-century literature. The story follows Thomas
Fowler, a middle-aged British journalist,...
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